Legal basis of the contest “WIN WITH HERMETICA”
Active [from the 01st of January 2021 to the 30th of June 2021]

FIRST.- Purpose
With the aim of promoting the use of HERMETICA repair clamp, Desarrollos Hidráulicos S-F,
S.L. (onwards named as “DHSF”), with social residence at P.I. LA NEGRILLA C/LAMINADORA nº
15, 41106, SEVILLA, SPAIN, e-mail address info@hermeticasf.com,
Contact phone number
0034 968 651 751
and company registration number
B91415935, is developing the contest “WIN WITH HERMETICA”, (onwards named as “the
Contest”), which will follow the following legal basis.

SECOND. - Contest participation period
The participation in this Contest will be open from the 01 st of January of 2021 at 00:00 hours
(GTM+00) to the 30th of June 2021 at 23:59 hours (GTM+00), both dates included.

THIRD. - Territorial limitations of the Contest
The following Contest will be valid internationally.

FOURTH.- Nature of the Contest
Participating in this Contest is free and participation details and procedure are explained at our
webpage: https://www.hermeticasf.com/en/win/

FIFTH. - Taking part in the contest conditions
This Contest is aimed at any physical person who fills in correctly the web form set at
https://www.hermeticasf.com/en/win To participate it is necessary to be subscribed to our
Youtube channel https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoKJ0ogUefnUOMJK23fTQOQ . The
fields: name, e-mail, country and supplier must be properly filled in, as well as uploading; at
least, one picture of the installed item will also be required. Technical details of the item and
setting must also be detailed, such as diameter, pipe material, place where it has been
installed and nominal pressure.
Adequately satisfying the terms detailed in the eighth requirement of this legal basis will also
be necessary.

The uploaded pictures must have an acceptable quality, explicitly showing the HERMETICA
logo and the type of installation where the item has been implemented.
“Selfies” must be avoided, as we aim to preserve the participant’s identity.
Once selected the winning pictures, DHSF (as this Contest’s organising institution) will be in
charge of certifying the proper accomplishment of all the conditions involved in this legal basis.

SIXTH. - Limitations on participating
DHSF employees are excluded from participating in this Contest.

SEVENTH. - Awards
A total of 3 prizes will be awarded. Each winner will be able to choose one among the
following list of items:
- THE NORTH FACE coat, valued at 300 €.
-HOFFMAN Tool Kit, valued at 220 €.
- GARMIN Sport watch, valued at 230 €.
These awards may not be changed, altered or refunded, if requested by the winning
participants.
The winning participants may refuse to receive the awarded prizes, but under no circumstance
will be offered an alternative prize, neither will they have the right to any compensation.

EIGHTH.- Contest procedure
8.1. In order to participate in this Contest and to be able to obtain any of the awarded prizes
detailed in the seventh requirement of this basis, it is necessary that participants fill in the
form provided at https://www.hermeticasf.com/concurso/ completely, including at least
one picture involving the installed HERMETICA clamp, providing as well technical details
regarding the photographed site and item.
The number of times any user is allowed to participate in this Contest is not limited. Any user
may participate as many times as desired, provided that each participation consists of a
different usage of the HERMETICA repair clamp.

8.2. Those applications which (under DHSF’s criteria, being this Contest’s organising
institution) may have an inappropriate, offensive or illicit nature, will not be considered.

8.3. DHSF will judge and choose among all the participating pictures, and select the awarded
ones. In order to choose the awarded pictures, aspects such as quality, creativity and
originality of the pictures will be decisive.

Once the Contest finishing date (30th June 2021) is over, DHSF will take a total of 5 natural
days in order to make the final decision. Once this decision is made, DHSF will take 10 days to
contact the awarded participants. Prizes will be given from the 01st of August 2021. DHSF may
change the final decision date, in case that sufficient justifying incidents may happen.
DHSF will select the 3 awarded pictures which will receive the prizes. In case it is impossible to
contact the awarded participant during the stipulated period (10 days after the final decision is
made), the prize will be offered to the following picture in the ranking.

NINTH .- Prize notification and acceptance conditions
DHSF will contact the awarded participants via email within 5 natural days after the final
decision of the winning pictures is made, provided that these participants satisfy the
participation conditions detailed in this legal basis. Once DHSF validates the awarded
participants’ conditions, these will be contacted in order to be instructed on how to accept the
prize and delivery. In case we were unable to contact the awarded participant 3 times, this
user would then be disqualified, loosing the chance to obtain the awarded prize, which would
then be conceded to the following participant in the reserves ranking.

Once we have verified that the awarded user properly satisfies the terms and conditions set in
this legal basis, DHSF will then send a “Prize acceptance” document which must be filled in and
dispatched during the following 7 natural days, with all the requested information and
documentation, properly signed by the participant.

The “Prize acceptance” document will set the terms and forms under which the prize will be
given, provided that this document is dispatched under the conditions described in the
previous paragraph and that the terms and conditions detailed along this legal basis are
properly satisfied.

TENTH. – Fraud
In case DHSF detects any abnormality or is suspicious of any participant from obstructing the
Contest’s development, harming its goals or employing dishonest procedures, DHSF will then
be able to disqualify any participant involved in such situations. Complementary legal actions
may also be executed.
DHSF has established the following email address info@desarrolloshidraulicos.com with the
aim to obtain any possible information about irregular, dishonest or harmful procedures which
may interfere with this Contest’s proper development.

ELEVENTH. - Responsibility exoneration
DHSF will not be, under no circumstance, responsible of any direct/indirect or circumstantial
damages related with the Prize’s usage, no matter their nature or when they happen.
TWELFTH.- Reclamations
Any reclamation originated by this Contest must be submitted within 15 days after the
Contest’s final starting date.

THIRTEENTH. - Data Protection
Basic data protection information:
Responsible: Desarrollos Hidráulicos S-F, S.L. located at P.I. LA NEGRILLA C/LAMINADORA nº
15, 41106, SEVILLA, SPAIN, email address info@hermeticasf.com, contact phone number
0034 968 651 751 with company registration number B91415935

Aim: To participate in the Contest, to verify that al the established terms and conditions are
properly satisfied, to communicate and distribute the awarded prizes, as well as to develop,
follow and maintain our commercial relationships. Your data and information will be kept
private as long as you allow us to do so. No automatized individual decisions will be made. The
obtained data via the Contest participation form may be used by DHSF with advertising goals.
Data:

Name, Email, Country, Supplier

Legitimation:

Under the personal data’s owner’s consent.

Addressees:

No information will be provided to third parties, unless it is legally requested.

Source: The information is provided by the personal data’s owner.
Rights: To access, rectify and supress all data, as well as various other rights, which are
explained in the additional information section.
Additional information: Additional Data Protection information may be consulted in the
domain www.hermeticasf.com

FOURTEENTH. – Authorisation on name usage and transfer of image rights
All participants allow DHSF to use and reproduce the uploaded pictures in any advertising or
promotional activity by any means of communication (TV, Internet, Social Networks or any
other means) related with this Contest worldwide, with no incomes or benefits towards any of
the participants. Any of the creations, regardless of their kind, which may be developed by
DHSF will be exclusive property of DHSF, who will be allowed to exploit and operate with them
by all participants, provided that the participant’s personal data are not changed or modified.

FIFTEENTH.- Accepting this legal basis
Participating in this Contest involves integrally accepting and committing to this legal basis, as
well as accepting DHSF’s interpretative decisions which may be executed.
SIXTEENTH.- Modifications
If there were any causes of Force majeure beyond DHSF’s control, DHSF remains its right to
apply any changes, or to supress, shorten or extend this Contest’s participation period,
providing all additional information involving those cases in the same way that this legal basis
has been published, via uploading it in the domain https://www.hermeticasf.com
SEVENTEENTH. - Applicable legislation and jurisdiction
This Contest will follow the existing common Spanish law. Both DHSF and all the participating
users submit to the Courts and Tribunals of Seville’s jurisdiction, without prejudice to the
jurisdiction that may legally correspond to the consumer; in case any controversy may occur
when applying and interpreting this legal basis.

